Image segmentation is one of the most important parts of clinical diagnostic tools. Medical images mostly contain noise and in homogeneity. Therefore, accurate segmentation of medical images is a very difficult task. However, the process of accurate segmentation of these images is very important and crucial for a correct diagnosis by clinical tools. In this paper a new method is proposed which is robust against in-homogeneousness and noisiness of images. The user selects training data for each target class. Noise is reduced in image using Stationary wavelet Transform (SWT) then FCM clusters input image to the n clusters where n is the number of target classes. User selects some of the clusters to be partitioned again. FCM clusters each user selected cluster to two sub clusters. This process continues until user to be satisfied. Each cluster is considered as a sub-class. Posterior probability of data to each sub class is calculated using data in those sub-classes. Probability density of each target class at sub classes is calculated using training data. Probability of data to each target class is calculated using probability density of each subclass at input data and probability of each subclass to each target class. At last, the image is clustered using probability of data to each target class. Segmentation of several simulated and real images are demonstrated to show the effectiveness of the new method.
Introduction
The application of image processing techniques has rapidly increased in recent years. Nowadays, capturing and storing of medical images are done digitally [12] . Image segmentation is to partition image to different regions based on given criteria for future process [12] . Medical image segmentation is a key task in many medical applications [18] . There are lots of methods for automatic and semiautomatic image segmentation, though, most of them fail in unknown noise, poor image contrast, and weak boundaries that are usual in medical images. Medical images mostly contain complicated structures and their precise segmentation is necessary for clinical diagnosis [11] . The identification of brain structures for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is very important in neuroscience and has many applications [17] . Many image techniques have been used for image segmentation, like thresholding, region growing, statistical models, Active control models and clustering. The distribution of intensities in medical images is usually very complex, and therefore, determining of threshold is difficult and thresholding methods fail in these images. Mostly, thresholding method is combined with other methods [8] . Region growing method extends thresholding by combining it with connectivity. This method needs seed for each region and have the same problem of thresholding for determining suite threshold for homogeneity [3] . Fuzzy cmeans (FCM) and statistical methods are popular methods in Medical image segmentation. FCM just considers intensity of image and in noisy images, intensity is not trustful, and as a result, this algorithm does not have a good result in noisy and in homogeneity images [11] . Many algorithms are introduced to make FCM robust against noise and in homogeneity but most of them still are not flawless [11, 15, 7, 13, 5, 19] . The probabilistic classification is sensitive to accurate estimation of the probability density [6] . Nonparametric approaches obtain the parameters of the PDF from data without any assumptions, so these approaches are accurate but expensive [12] . In Parametric approaches, a function is assumed to be a PDF function. It is easy for implementation but sometimes lacks accuracy and does not match real data distribution [16] . In this paper a new method based on the combination of statistical method, FCM and user interaction is proposed. So our method combines some of the best attributes of statistical methods, FCM clustering and user interaction. As follows, the methods which are used in paper and include experimental results and conclusion will be discussed. Fig.1 shows the block diagram of the method. The user selects training data for each target class. Noise is decreased in image using Stationary wavelet Transform (SWT) then FCM clusters input image to the n clusters where n is the number of target classes. User selects some of the clusters to be partitioned again. FCM clusters each user selected cluster to two sub clusters. This process continues until user to be satisfied. Each cluster is considered as a sub-class. Probability density of each target class is calculated through training data and EM. Posterior probability of subclass k to target class j is calculated using the PDF of target class j and Bayesian method. Probability density of data x to subclass k is calculated using input data in that sub class and Gaussian distribution function [16] . Probability density of target class j at data x is calculated by using posterior probability of subclass k to target class j and probability density of target class j. The PDF can be estimated by parametric, nonparametric, or semi parametric methods. Probability of input data x to target class j is calculated by using probability density of target class at input data and Bayesian method. At last, the image is clustered based on probability of data x to each target class.
Methodology

Noise reducing
We use Stationary wavelet Transform (SWT) for noise reducing. For this we used r.r.coifman el al [19] work. Image is transformed to wavelet coefficients. Soft or hard thresholding is applied to detail coefficients, and coefficients smaller than threshold is eliminated. Then inverse Stationary wavelet transform is applied to approximation and detail coefficients.
FCM
FCM is a clustering algorithm introduced by Bezdek based on minimizing an object function as follows; [10] 
The membership function and centre of each cluster is obtained as follows;
Where q specifies fuzziness degree of clustering. 
Over segmentation of image
FCM clusters input image to the n clusters where n is the number of target classes. User selects some of the clusters to be partitioned again. FCM clusters each user selected cluster to two sub clusters. This process continues until user to be satisfied. Each cluster is considered as a sub-class (one pattern of a target class).
Probability density function (PDF) of each target class
We use Gaussian mixture model to estimate distribution in each target class. Gaussian mixture model for target class j is a probability density having the following form; [21] ) (
Where L is the number of Gaussian components, x data, • Initialization: mean and covariance matrix are initialized using k-means [1] and prior probability is initialized uniformly Pi=1/L
• E-step: calculate membership probability of each training data.
• M-step: compute mean and variance of each Gaussian component using Membership Probability obtained in E-step. EM steps are repeated until convergence [9] . Gauss Mixture Vector of each target class is obtained by EM using Eq.7, Eq.8 and training data for that target class.
Posterior probabilities of subclass k belong to target class j
Posterior Probabilities of subclass (k) belonging to target class (j) is calculated via Bayesian theorem [6] 
Where P (k| J) is PDF of target class J.
Probabilities density of subclass k at data x
It can be assumed that each subclass has Gaussian distribution [20] , the probability density of belonging data x to sub class k, p (x| k) have the following form;
Where K is the number of subclasses, d is the dimension of input data, k µ and k ∑ are the mean vector and covariance matrix in sub class k, which can be obtained via existing data in each sub class using Eq.11, Eq.12,
where n is the number of data in sub class k and i x is a data in subclass k. The member ship of data x to each subclass can be used as the probability density of belonging the data to the sub class.
Posterior probabilities of input data x to target class j
Posterior Probabilities of data (x) to target class (j) is calculated via Bayesian theorem [6] 
Where P (x| J) is PDF of target class J. We use probability density of subclass k at input data x )) , ( | (
and Posterior probability of belonging subclass k to target class j ) | ( k j P to calculate the probability density of target class j at input data x, p(x| j). Probability density of target class j at input data x is considered as the sum of multiplication of
If the member ship of data x to each subclass were used as the probability density of belonging the data to the sub class, the probability density of target class j at input data i x , p 
Experimental results
Steps of our method are as follow, • The user selects training data for each target class.
• Noise is decreased in image using Stationary wavelet Transform (SWT) • Clustering Image via FCM: Image Clustered to n class. Where n is the number of target classes.
• Over Clustering: User selects some of the clusters to be partitioned again. FCM clusters each user selected cluster to two sub clusters. This process continues until user to be satisfied.
• Probability density of target class j at sub class k P (k| j): Calculate P (k| j) using training data and equation 5, 6, 7, 8.
• Posterior probability of subclass k to target class j p (j| k): Calculate p (j| k) using equation 9.
• Probability density of subclass k at data x P (x| k):
Calculate P (x| k) using data in that sub cluster and equation 10, 11, 12. • Posterior probability of data x to target class j, p (j |x): Calculate p(j |x) with equation 13,14.
• Cluster Image based on p (j |x). We simulated our algorithm using matlab. The Simulated Brain Images from Brain Web [4] (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb) are used to evaluate our algorithm. Figure 2 demonstrates experimental results using a PD brain image with 3% noise. Part a, demonstrates original image. Part b from top to down demonstrates segmented image and its 3 different classes with applying ordinary FCM algorithm and part c from top to down demonstrates segmented Image and its 3 different classes with applying our algorithm. As it is obvious, our algorithm does better in this experiment and ordinary FCM fails to segment Image properly. Ordinary FCM can't separate different parts of brain and assigns all brain to one cluster. The reason for which ordinary FCM fails is closeness of colors in images. In our method, user interaction helps separate two parts with close colors. Figure 3 demonstrates other experimental results using a real brain image. Order of images is the same as previous experiments. As it is obvious our algorithm does better in this experiment and ordinary FCM fails to segment image properly. Our method separates white part of brain image (second image in Fig.3 .c) clearer than ordinary FCM (second image of 3.b). The reason for that is low contrast.
Conclusion
Image segmentation is a very important key in success of clinical tools. Medical images usually are in homogeneous and possess unknown noise. Therefore; accurate segmentation of these images is difficult. In this paper a new method is proposed which is robust against in homogeneousness and noisy Images. The user selects training data for each target class. Image is over clustered using FCM to obtain different existing patterns in Image. Posterior probability of a subclass to each target class is calculated using training data. Probability density of each sub class in input data is calculated with data in that sub-cluster. Probability of belonging data to each target class is calculated based on the probability density of data to each subclass and the probability of belonging a subclass to a target class. At last, the image is clustered based on the posterior probability of belonging data to each target class.
To demonstrate the Robustness of the new method, it applied to several simulated and real images. For comparing, FCM is applied to the same images.
Experimental results demonstrate robustness of our method in comparison with ordinary FCM. In future, we consider doing segmentation based on the mixture of our method with different methods like active control, Multi scale FCM, Statistical methods and mix the results to have more accurate segmentation in abnormal diagnosis or different important matters in medical images. Also we consider adding useful aspects of other methods to our method.
